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ABSTRACT
In recent years, light-induced atomic desorption (LIAD) of alkali atoms from the inner surface of a vacuum chamber has been
employed in cold atom experiments for the purpose of modulating the alkali background vapour. This is beneficial because
larger trapped atom samples can be loaded from vapour at higher pressure, after which the pressure is reduced to increase
the lifetime of the sample. We present an analysis, based on the case of rubidium atoms adsorbed on pyrex, of various aspects
of LIAD that are useful for this application. Firstly, we study the intensity dependence of LIAD by fitting the experimental data
with a rate-equation model, from which we extract a correct prediction for the increase in trapped atom number. Following this,
we quantify a figure of merit for the utility of LIAD in cold atom experiments and we show how it can be optimised for realistic
experimental parameters.
Introduction
Since the first realisation of Bose-Einstein condensation in ultracold atoms, a range of methods has been developed to produce
quantum degenerate gases. Techniques are by now well established and many experiments have, as a starting point, the
loading of laser-cooled atoms from background vapour in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), followed by evaporative cooling to
quantum degeneracy in a conservative trap.1 In order to cool and trap the required atom number, it is important to have a
high partial background pressure during the MOT stage because a high percentage of atoms will be lost during evaporative
cooling. However, evaporative cooling requires a lower background pressure than for the MOT loading, so that collisions with
background atoms and molecules are minimised and the lifetime is sufficiently long. These two opposite constraints require a
compromised solution. This is often a dual-chamber vacuum setup, where the process of MOT loading is spatially separated
from the subsequent evaporation. More recently, with the development of atom chips2,3 and all-optical evaporation,4–9 fast
production of Bose-Einstein condensates has been demonstrated. This considerably relaxes the demand for long trap lifetimes
and opens the possibility of designing vacuum systems based on single chambers, rather than dual chambers. This cuts down
the size and complexity of the apparatus, which is beneficial for technological applications.
Single chambers however reintroduce the original dilemma between atom number and lifetime. In this context, it is clearly
advantageous to modulate the partial pressure of the atomic gas so that a large MOT is loaded, whilst keeping the partial
pressure low during evaporation. Several techniques have been developed for this purpose, for instance pulsing alkali-metal
dispensers,10–15 or using weak non-resonant light to desorb atoms from the walls of the vacuum chamber.16–22 The latter,
known as light-induced atomic desorption (LIAD),23 can be seen as the atomic analogue of the photoelectric effect. The light
source is pulsed for the length of time needed to load the MOT (typically between a few seconds up to tens of seconds), after
which the light is turned off and the partial pressure drops back to a lower value. The lifetime recovered after the light pulse
has been shown to be long enough to allow evaporation to quantum degeneracy.8,24,25
Our investigation involves a MOT of 87Rb atoms created in a pyrex cell illuminated by light emitting diodes (LEDs)
producing up to 9 mW/cm−2 of violet light at a central wavelength of 405 nm (see Methods). The main motivation of our
work is to develop a more quantitative understanding of the effectiveness of LIAD in cold atom experiments. As shown in
Fig. 1, we measure a significant increase (about a factor 5) in the number of trapped atoms as the violet light is pulsed on
the cell. In our experiment we use the MOT also to monitor the partial rubidium pressure16 (see Methods) and in particular
we measure the dependence of partial pressure on light intensity. This dependence has previously been investigated by other
groups18,22 and a theoretical model appropriate for experimental data taken in the low-intensity regime has been proposed.22
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Figure 1. The LIAD effect. Atoms trapped in a Rb MOT during a violet light pulse (delimited by the dotted lines). LIAD
increases the partial rubidium pressure, leading to a MOT of ∼ 108 atoms.
Here we propose a more general rate-equation model that encompasses the regime of light intensities strong enough to cause
a saturation of the rubidium pressure, which is more appropriate for our experimental data.
Another experimental method introduced in this paper is the Neq − τ plot, where the trapped atom number at equilibrium
Neq is plotted against the 1/e loading time τ of the trap (which coincides with its lifetime). We find that this approach is
convenient first to characterise the system at unmodulated background, and subsequently to quantify a figure of merit of
LIAD. The latter is defined as the increase of the product Neqτ relative to the case of constant background pressure.16 Given
that we can increase the MOT atom number temporarily during the light pulse and recover a low partial pressure after the
pulse, Neqτ can be maximised.
The paper is organised as follows: firstly, we introduce the method of the Neq−τ plot. Secondly, the dependence of LIAD
on light intensity is analysed in terms of the rate-equation model. Finally, we consider questions that are specifically relevant
for the application of LIAD to cold atom experiments, namely the MOT increase with light intensity and the optimisation of
the above-mentioned figure of merit.
Results
MOT characterization with unmodulated Rb background pressure
The loading of atoms in a MOT from background gas is the result of the balance between the atom capture rate and the rate of
loss mechanisms. Hence the trapped atom number N obeys the equation:26,27
dN
dt
= R−
N
τ
= αPRb−(β PRb+γ)N. (1)
The first term on the right-hand side describes the loading rate R = αPRb at which atoms are captured from background
gas. Here α is proportional to the trapping cross section and PRb is the partial Rb pressure. The second term, containing
1/τ = β PRb + γ , corresponds to the loss rate. γ is proportional to the non-Rb background pressure, while both R and β PRb
(where β is a loss coefficient) are proportional to the partial Rb pressure. In equation (1) we neglect losses due to inelastic
two-body collisions within the trap. These losses are proportional to the density of the trapped atoms, and because our MOT
is large enough to be in the constant density regime (due to photon re-absorption), the corresponding loss rate is constant.
Typical values for this loss rate for MOTs similar to ours28 are significantly smaller than our value of γ .
From equation (1) we obtain the loading curve:
N(t) =Neq[1−e−t/τ ], (2)
where Neq = αPRb/(β PRb + γ) is the number of trapped atoms at equilibrium and τ is the 1/e loading time. The latter also
indicates the lifetime of the atoms in the trap.16,29 Given that both τ and Neq depend on the rubidium pressure PRb, it is
convenient to eliminate PRb and express Neq directly in terms of τ and the parameters α , β and γ:
Neq(τ) = αβ (1−γτ). (3)
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Figure 2. The Neq−τ plot. MOT atom number versus 1/e loading time τ in the case of unmodulated rubidium background.
The fit with equation (3) provides values for the parameters α/β and γ . The error bars are uncertainties in the fit parameters
of equation (2).
In our experiment we measure the dependence of Neq on τ , in the case of unmodulated background, by turning off the Rb
dispensers after running them for several hours. We acquire several MOT loading curves as the Rb pressure gradually decays,
and we fit each loading curve with equation (2) to extract Neq and τ . By fitting these data with equation (3) as shown in Fig.
2, we obtain α/β = (1.50±0.07)×108 and γ = 0.24±0.03 s−1. Physically the intercept with the vertical axis, α/β , represents
the largest MOT achievable in our chamber in the limit of partial Rb pressure much larger than the residual background from
other gases. The intercept with the horizontal axis, 1/γ , is the longest MOT lifetime achievable and is determined by the
non-Rb background pressure. Hence this Neq−τ plot is a useful method by which to characterise vacuum using cold atoms.30
LED pulses will temporarily increase the partial Rb pressure, but here we assume that they do not alter the parameters α/β
and γ , which are therefore fixed and characteristic of our system. More specifically, for a MOT that is otherwise optimised,
α/β is determined by the available optical power in the cooling laser beams, while γ is given by the vacuum conditions. While
it is conceivable that γ may change during the LED pulses, i.e. the non-Rb background gases may also experience a LIAD
effect, the measurements of LIAD-enhanced MOTs reported below are consistent with the assumption of constant γ . The
parameters α/β and γ will then play an important role in the figure of merit discussion.
LIAD dependence on LED intensity
To characterize LIAD in our system, we measure the MOT loading rate versus the LED current. The former is directly
proportional to the partial rubidium pressure (see Methods) while the latter is directly proportional to the light intensity. For
each value of LED current we measure the loading rate with LED on (off), which we refer to as peak (off-peak) loading rate.
As shown in Fig. 3, the peak loading rate saturates at larger values of the LED current. To model this behaviour, which has
also been observed in other experiments,18 we start from a rate equation for the number Ns of rubidium atoms adsorbed on
the surface of the glass cell. As discussed by Hatakeyama et al.,31 the typical partial Rb pressure in cold atoms experiments is
so low that the surface density of adsorbed atoms is much less than a monolayer, i.e. adsorbed atoms are mainly isolated. In
absence of LED light
dNs
dt
= −kdNs +kaNv, (4)
where Nv is the number of atoms in the volume of the cell, and kd and ka are the desorption and adsorption coefficients. The
inverse of kd is referred to as sticking time τs, i.e. the average time an atom sticks to the surface:
τs =
1
kd
= τ0e
Ea/kBT
, (5)
where T is the surface temperature, Ea is the adsorption energy and τ0 ∼ 10−12s is the oscillation time of the bond.32 The
adsorption coefficient ka is proportional to the cell surface area, the flux of thermal atoms hitting the surface and the probability
of an atom being adsorbed.
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Figure 3. LIAD-enhanced loading rate. Loading rate measurements during the LED pulse (peak) and before the pulse
(off-peak) as a function of LED current. The off-peak value is constant, which verifies that the variation is due to LIAD. The
solid line is the fit of equation (7) to the data.
The steady-state solution of the rate equation (4) is:
Nv =
Nt
1+ kakd
, (6)
where Nt =Ns+Nv is the total number of atoms present in the cell, which we assume constant. This result is in agreement with
the analysis presented by Stephens et al.33 When the LED is turned on, a new equilibrium with increased Nv is established
faster than the time resolution of our pressure measurement (see Methods). By adding a desorption term −kINs to the rate
equation, where I is the LED current and k is a constant proportional to the LIAD cross section, we find a steady-state solution
for this new equilibrium which we express directly in terms of the loading rate R (proportional to Nv):
R(I)∝ 1+
k
kd
I
1+ kakd +
k
kd
I
. (7)
We use this equation to fit the experimental data shown in Fig. 3, from which we obtain k/kd = 18±5 and ka/kd = 17±6.
Previous models22 have been used to fit the loading rate as a function of the light intensity in the linear range without
including saturation. The main result of our analysis is that the observed saturation at large LED intensities emerges from
the condition of constant Nt , and therefore can be explained by an effect of depletion of the surface rubidium. This is also
consistent with our observation that over repeated LED pulses the rubidium atoms gradually leave the cell, an effect that we
compensate for by running the Rb source at low current.
Quantitatively the fit to the data provides information which, if combined with a microscopic characterisation of the
surface, may lead to the determination of the adsorption energy and the LIAD cross-section. Rubidium atoms can be bound
at the surface either to regular sites or to defect sites of silica. The latter provide a stronger bond and it has been suggested
that the major contribution to LIAD is from atoms desorbed from defect sites, specifically from non-bridging oxygen (NBO)
defects.31,34 If this is the case, the above rate-equation model could be applied to the adsorption and desorption of atoms
specifically from the NBO centres. In particular the adsorption coefficient ka can be estimated if the surface density of NBO
centres is known, and from this the coefficients kd and k could be determined. However the occurrence of NBO centres is
affected by the processing history of the glass surface31 and is unknown for our uncharacterised cell. In the following, we use
the Rb pressure increase measured in Fig. 3 to quantify the corresponding increase in MOT atom number. Therefore from
now on, our analysis is independent from the precise desorption mechanism.
Application to cold atom experiments: MOT dependence on LED intensity
As shown in Fig. 1, during the LED pulse the number of atoms in the MOT increases from the off-peak value Noffeq =
αPRb/(β PRb+ γ) to the peak value Noneq = αηPRb/(β ηPRb+ γ). Here η(I) = R(I)/R(I = 0) is the relative factor of increase in
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partial Rb pressure, which is proportional to the curve shown in Fig. 3. By eliminating PRb, we express Noneq (I) in terms of
Noffeq as:
Noneq (I) =
α
β η(I)Noffeq
α
β +Noffeq [η(I)−1] , (8)
and we use this equation to predict the peak atom number for different LED intensities, i.e. for different values of η . This
is shown in Fig. 4 alongside the experimental data. For the measurements, we pulse the LEDs at different currents for 30 s,
which is more than sufficient to load full MOTs. The predicted curve is calculated using the measured off-peak Noffeq = 7.5×106
atoms, α/β = 1.50×108, and η(I) from the fit to the data in Fig. 3. This shows good agreement with the experimental points.
Therefore our model predicts how the MOT grows in presence of LIAD using an equation with no free parameters.
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Figure 4. LIAD-enhanced trapped atom number. MOT atom number during the LED pulse (peak) and before the pulse
(off-peak) versus LED current. The off-peak value is constant, which verifies that the variation in atom number is due to
LIAD. The predicted atom number is calculated from equation (8). The shaded area shows the extent of uncertainties in the
parameters of equation (8), as extracted from the fit in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows LIAD-enhanced MOTs that are up to a factor 6 larger than the off-peak MOT. We also find that moderate
LED currents of about 1 A are sufficient to saturate the MOT atom number. A similar saturation effect was also observed by
Klempt et al.18 In our analysis this is due to the presence of an intensity-dependent term in the denominator of equation (8).
Finally we note that in order to derive equation (8) from the expressions for Noffeq and Noneq , we rely on the previously-
introduced assumption that γ is the same in both expressions, i.e. that it is not affected by the LED pulse. Therefore the
agreement between equation (8) and the experimental data supports this assumption.
Optimisation of LIAD figure of merit
Our chosen figure of merit of LIAD is the increase of the product Neqτ . Here we compare this product for the two cases of
MOT loaded from constant Rb background and from LIAD-modulated Rb background.
In the modulated background case, we use the peak value for the MOT atom number and the off-peak value for the lifetime.
This is justified because the off-peak lifetime is recovered soon after the LEDs are turned off. This recovery time varies among
different experiments, but in most cases20 the pressure drops to one tenth of its peak value over a period that ranges from 0.1
to 2 s. To proceed with evaporation, it is sufficient to keep the MOT on for this short period, during which most trapped atoms
are retained. After this period, the pressure has recovered to essentially the same value as before the pulse and the atoms may
be transferred to a conservative trap for subsequent evaporation.
Hence we can extend the Neq −τ plot shown in Fig. 2 to include MOTs loaded with LIAD. Having both LIAD-enhanced
MOTs and off-peak MOTs plotted versus the same lifetime τ leads to a direct comparison between constant and modulated
Rb background. This is shown in Fig. 5, where the horizontal axis is now the dimensionless product γτ .
Starting from equation (8), Noneq is expressed in terms of γτ by substituting equation (3) for Noffeq . This leads to
Noneq (γτ) = αβ [1−
γτ
η(1−γτ)+γτ ] , (9)
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Figure 5. Neq−τ plot for LIAD-modulated Rb background. MOT atom number versus γτ for unmodulated Rb
background (dashed straight line) and for LIAD-modulated Rb background (purple and green curves). The straight line is the
fit to the data from Fig. 2, while the purple and green curves are given by equation (9) at LED currents 0.25 A (η = 4.4) and
1.7 A (η = 11.7) respectively, for which experimental data are also taken (squares). The three hyperbolae define loci of
constant Neqγτ (grey curves). The largest value of Neqγτ for unmodulated background is A = 3.81×107. The values
B = 5.32×107 and C = 9.0×107 are for modulated background. B is the value attained experimentally, while C is the
predicted upper limit for the LED intensity available in our experiment. The horizontal error bars on the experimental data
come from the uncertainty in the determination of γ from the fit in Fig. 2.
which is plotted in Fig. 5 for two LED intensities, along with the unmodulated background line for comparison. The two
experimental points on the plot show good agreement with the theoretical curves for the corresponding LED intensities. These
data were taken at low off-peak Rb background, more specifically at an off-peak lifetime of τ = 3.95 s, which is close to the
lifetime upper limit of 1/γ = 4.17 s. The resulting γτ is 0.95.
Fig. 5 also contains hyperbolae defined as Neqγτ = const. If we compare the best possible Neqγτ value for unmodulated
background (curve A) to the largest observed value for modulated background (curve B), we obtain a factor 1.4 increase. This
is modest, however Fig. 5 suggests that Neqγτ can be improved further by working at smaller γτ values, i.e. at larger off-peak
Rb background. This is the case of curve C, which corresponds to the best Neqγτ value for the highest LED intensity available
in our experiment, and which leads to a factor 2.4 improvement relative to unmodulated background.
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Figure 6. Neq−τ plot for data from different experiments. ○ denote the data of Telles et al.,19 △ denote the data of
Mimoun et al.20 and ◻ denote our data. Here the vertical axis is rescaled by β /α in order to have the data from different
experiments on the same plot. The solid curves are calculated from equation (9). The error bars come from the uncertainty in
the determination of α/β and γ .
Given that the experimental data presented in this paper are taken in the limit of low off-peak Rb pressure, i.e. close to the
upper limit for γτ , we apply our analysis to the LIAD data of previously reported experiments.19,20 For this purpose, firstly
we extrapolate α/β and γ from their data. From this we estimate that both these experiments work in a regime of smaller
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Figure 7. Optimisation of the figure of merit. Contours indicate the factor of increase of Neqγτ relative to unmodulated
background. The dashed line indicates the optimal value (γτ)max as a function of η . The experimental data points from Fig.
6 are denoted by the shaded regions, which are the projections of the errors in γτ and Neq onto the contour plot.
γτ . As predicted by equation (9), larger improvements in Neqγτ are found experimentally (see Fig. 6). The resulting factor
of increase of Neqγτ , relative to the unmodulated background, is 3.2 for Telles et al.19 and 3.1 for Mimoun et al.20 The fact
that these experiments are carried out with different atomic species and in different vacuum conditions confirms the general
applicability of our analysis to a wide range of experimental scenarios.
Finally in the limit of very strong LED intensities we obtain a factor 4 increase in Neqγτ , which corresponds to the ideal
scenario where the MOT saturates at α/β during the LED pulse and a lifetime close to 1/γ is recovered after the pulse.16 If
one works at large values of η , it is therefore advantageous to choose γτ close to 1. In general, equation (9) can be used to
calculate the optimal value of γτ for a given η , i.e. the choice of γτ that maximises the figure of merit. This is given by:
(γτ)max = η −
√η
η −1 , (10)
which is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 7. The corresponding figure of merit, relative to the optimal Neqγτ = α/4β for
unmodulated background (hyperbola A in Fig. 5), is given by:
(Neqγτ)max
α/4β = 4
η
(1+√η)2 . (11)
We suggest that this analysis can be used as a guide for the best choice of γτ in an experiment, given the available η . We
note that a similar analysis can be performed for a different choice of the figure of merit of LIAD, for example one which
emphasizes gains in atom number over lifetime. In general, however, working at γτ between 0.8 and 0.9 is a good choice
because with reasonable LED intensities the peak MOT can be close to α/β while long lifetimes are maintained.
Discussion
We used a MOT to study light-induced desorption of rubidium atoms from pyrex. We developed a rate-equation model for the
dependence on LED intensity, and we used this model to correctly predict the enhancement in the MOT atom number during
the LED pulse. This led to a figure-of-merit analysis based on an Neq − τ plot, where LIAD-enhanced MOTs are compared
to constant-background MOTs. We found that for a factor 11.7 increase in rubidium pressure during the LED pulse (which
was obtained at maximum LED intensity in our setup), the Neqτ figure of merit increases by a factor 1.4 compared to the
constant background case. At the same LED intensity, the factor of increase should be up to 2.4 when working at higher
off-peak rubidium pressure. We also found that our model provides correct predictions for previously reported experimental
results,19,20 for which the factor of increase in the figure of merit is closer to the theoretical limit of 4. Hence we suggest
that this analysis, and the Neq−τ plot more generally, may find broad applicability to cold atom experiments. In particular we
expect it to be useful for the optimisation of experiments that use LIAD to improve Neqτ in a single chamber setup. It may
also be of interest for cooling and trapping radioactive atoms,35,36 where only a low vapour pressure or weak flux is available.
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Methods
Experimental setup
The experimental setup is based on the compact vacuum system shown in Fig. 8. It consists of a CF40 four-way cross
connected to a rectangular, uncoated pyrex glass cell of external dimensions 2.4×2.4×7.3 cm3, a 40 l/s ion pump, an all-metal
valve, and a 4-pin electrical feedthrough with two commercial Rb dispensers (SAES Getters RB/NF/7/25FT10+10). The
dispensers are placed about 25 cm from the MOT trapping region and release rubidium atoms in the glass cell. The cooling and
repumping laser light needed for the MOT is provided by two external-cavity diode lasers. The cooling light is tuned 14 MHz
below the 5S1/2(F= 2)→ 5P3/2(F′ = 3) transition and the repumper light is on resonance with the 5S1/2(F = 1)→ 5P3/2(F′ = 2)
transition. We have 40 mW and 5 mW of cooling and repumper power respectively. The laser beams are expanded and
collimated to a beam waist of 7 mm and then split into six MOT beams. A calibrated photodetector-lens setup is used to
collect the MOT fluorescence to measure the number of trapped atoms.
Figure 8. Single-chamber apparatus based on a glass cell. The entire glass cell is illuminated by up to 9 mW/cm2 from
the 405 nm LEDs.
As light source for LIAD, we use an Enfis Uno Tag Array. This is a high-power surface-mounted device containing a
1 cm2 array of 25 light emitting diodes. The LEDs emit violet light with a centre wavelength of 405 nm (FWHM = 16 nm)
and a maximum output power of 5 W, which can be controlled by the applied current. The device is mounted on a heatsink
to dissipate the significant amount of heat produced, and is placed 13 cm away from the MOT region as shown in Fig. 8. The
light from the LEDs is not collimated. 80% of the power falls within a 30○ solid angle, providing an average intensity of
9 mW/cm2 in the MOT region at the maximum LED current of 1.7 A. The light intensity has a linear dependence on the LED
current between 0 and 1.7 A.
Monitoring the partial Rb pressure
We use a method of measuring the partial Rb pressure in the MOT region similar to that used by Anderson and Kasevich.16
We take a sequence of repeated partial MOT loadings by applying a pulse train to the current through the MOT quadrupole
coils, whereby the coils are on for 1 s and off for 3 s. As this pulse train is applied, we measure the number of trapped atoms
after the 1 s of MOT loading. This is a direct measure of the MOT loading rate R, as can be seen from equation (1) with N→0
and dt = 1s. Given that the loading rate is proportional to the partial rubidium pressure, this method gives real-time monitoring
of its evolution before (off-peak), during (peak) and after the LED pulse. We find that the rubidium pressure quickly reaches
an equilibrium as the LEDs are turned on, stays approximately constant during the pulse, and decays after the pulse with a
characteristic time constant.
The loading rate and the rubidium pressure are linked by26,27
PRb = kBT
v3th
2w20v4c
R, (12)
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where T is the room temperature, vth is the thermal velocity of the rubidium background, w0 is the cooling laser beam waist
and vc is the capture velocity of the MOT. Using w0 = 7 mm and an estimated vc = 20 m/s, we obtain an off-peak value of
1.6× 10−10 mbar for the rubidium pressure. For the optimal case of 9 mW/cm2 violet illumination, the rubidium pressure
reaches ∼ 10−9 mbar. After the violet pulse the partial Rb pressure goes back to the initial pressure of 1.6×10−10 mbar.
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